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02 January
Euro-area manufacturing expanded last month at the fastest rate 
since April 2011, in a sign that the currency bloc’s recovery is intact 
heading into 2017.

Israel’s Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu was questioned Monday 
night by police for about three hours at his residence in Jerusalem 
over long-running allegations of receiving graft.

President-elect Donald Trump won’t end the onslaught of posts on 
Twitter that fed his unconventional campaign, even after taking on 
the formalized duties of the Oval Office later this month.

Australia & New Zealand Banking Corp. sold its 20 percent stake in 
Shanghai Rural Commercial Bank for A$1.84 billion ($1.32 billion), 
Chief Executive Officer Shayne Elliott’s latest move to unwind an Asian 
expansion that sapped profits.
03 January
The chances that the U.K. will quit the single market and revert to a 
tariffs regime have grown more likely with the resignation of the British 
envoy to the European Union, an experienced Brussels insider who 
was reviled by the leading Brexit supporters.

The Czech Republic posted its biggest ever budget surplus last year 
after the government spent less than planned and economic growth 
boosted tax receipts, a rare success that ruling party leaders seized on 
to stake out their positions before fall elections.

Southeast Asia’s worst-performing currency of 2016 is in for another 
tough year with President Rodrigo Duterte’s spending plans seen 
boosting imports just as rising U.S. interest rates spur capital outflows.

Daimler AG Chief Executive Officer Dieter Zetsche stood on a stage 
in 2011 surrounded by milestones of Mercedes-Benz’s 125-year history. 
Dressed in a somber dark-grey suit with a light-blue tie knotted tightly 
at his neck, he tentatively directed attention to the brand’s future with 
the revival of founder Gottlieb Daimler’s claim, “The Best or Nothing.”

05 January
U.K. Prime Minister Theresa May sent her two most senior aides on a 
secret trip to the U.S. in an attempt to build bridges with President-
elect Donald Trump as she makes plans to meet him for the first time.

Bitcoin prices plunged as much as 23 percent from Wednesday’s all-
time high, according to Bloomberg data, as some traders took gains 
and investors celebrated a rally in the yuan.

Abu Dhabi’s Mubadala Development Co. is considering committing 
$10 billion to $15 billion to partner with SoftBank Group Corp. and 
Saudi Arabia’s Public Investment Fund in a new vehicle to invest in 
global technology, according to people familiar with the matter.

China is prepared to step up its scrutiny of U.S. companies in the 
event President-elect Donald Trump takes punitive measures against 
Chinese goods and triggers a trade war between the world’s two 
biggest economies after he takes office, according to people familiar 
with the matter.

06 January
U.K. Prime Minister Theresa May signaled regaining control of 
immigration and lawmaking are her Brexit priorities even if that means 
quitting Europe’s single market.

Wealthy Asian investors unwilling to splurge on owning their own 
European soccer teams are showing their enthusiasm by helping fund 
the sport.

Fiat Chrysler Automobiles NV will invest $1 billion toward making three 
new Jeep models in the U.S., plus a Ram heavy-duty pickup now built 
in Mexico, as President-elect Donald Trump pressures the auto industry 
to hire workers and produce vehicles above the border.

A rally in Southeast Asian stocks may persist even if a Trump-induced 
trade spat with China erupts, as strategists see the region offering 
shelter from any global fallout.

04 January
Theresa May moved decisively to silence mounting criticism that she 
has no plan for Brexit on Wednesday, by naming career diplomat Tim 
Barrow as the U.K.’s next ambassador to the European Union barely 24 
hours after his predecessor resigned.

Jason Katz, a former Barclays Plc currency trader, admitted conspiring 
to fix prices in the foreign-exchange market, the third individual to be 
charged and the first to plead guilty in a long-running U.S. criminal 
investigation into the rigging of currency rates.

Federal Reserve officials focused on the impact of potential fiscal 
stimulus during their December policy meeting, with many starting to 
worry that the central bank might eventually be forced to quicken the 
pace of interest-rate increases to head off higher inflation.

U.S. stock investors reversed course in the final months of 2016. Now 
they’re facing the right direction, according to Goldman Sachs Group 
Inc.
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